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Abstract

Fashion personality can help individuals identify their styles’ essence and make better
style decisions. This paper integrates user personality with physical attributes for fash-
ion recommendation. The proposed personality learning model (P-Net) integrates user
characteristics, including personality and personal physical information (such as skin
colour, hair colour, etc.), with fashion styles for a personalized recommendation. P-Net
first learns outfit embeddings via a feature encoder, and the embeddings are then fed to a
message-passing network to model the relations among different outfits. The personality-
style learning module learns the fashion personalities of the users, and the physical com-
patibility is learned by exploring the relations of the feature embeddings and the physical
attributes via a Transformer module. Qualitative and quantitative results on a new stylish
outfit of personality (SOP) dataset indicate the superiority of P-Net compared with state-
of-the-art methods and discover the potential of the combination of fashion aesthetics and
psychological science. The SOP dataset is available at https://github.com/dm-mo/SOP-
Stylish-Outfit-of-Personality-dataset.git.

1 Introduction
Personality understanding is effective for personalized fashion recommendation in fashion
retailing. General marketing methods take questionnaire-based personality test by skilled
human assessor to obtain the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator (MBTI) [2] [16] types
of the consumers and understand their purchasing intension and preference, and recommend
outfits with different fashion styles [18]. However, the manual process is time-consuming
and costly.

In the literature of personalized fashion recommendation, the existing methods are usu-
ally based on users’ preference on outfit features [10], fashion patterns and designs [4], or
users’ historical outfit data [7]. However, they do not consider individuals’ psychological
types, named personality, which reflect the individuals’ deeper thoughts and preference. To
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Figure 1: Concept of fashion personality learning with physical attribute support.

address this issue, we digitalize the process of consumer personality understanding and de-
fine a new task: intelligent personalized outfit recommendation via personality learning from
social media data. On the one hand, we leverage the automatic personality identification
model to take the place of traditional questionnaires to understand user personality traits. On
the other hand, we design a deep learning model to learn the mapping between fashion styles
and personality traits for personalized recommendation.

Additionally, since stylish outfit recommendation regarding individuals’ physical at-
tributes is effective for better decision making [9], we consider 7 physical aspects: body
figure, skin colour, hairstyle, hair colour, height, breast size (breast) and colour contrast,
to develop a P-Net for fashion personality learning. The concept of the P-Net is shown in
Figure 1, in which the personality types, physical attributes and stylish outfits are jointly
considered for personality-outfit mapping.

The motivation is that online social platforms have rich user behavior data that can be
used to analyze users’ preferences [3] and personality traits, and the preference and person-
ality information can be well applied for personalized outfit recommendation. As shown in
Figure 1, a user can be first identified with one of the 16 MBTI personality types. Then the
personality information and the physical attributes, together with the user-preferred outfits,
can be fed to the P-Net to learn the personality-style mapping for outfit recommendation. Af-
ter training, the P-Net can be applied as an assistant to efficiently recommend outfits that sat-
isfy the user’s requirement. Figure 1 illustrates a new task: a personalized stylist to combine
an individual’s personality information and physical attributes for stylish outfit recommenda-
tions. The cross-domain task involves (1) personality assessment based on the user’s social
behaviors via integrating traditional psycholinguistic features with language model embed-
dings; (2) metric learning that can learn effective user embeddings and outfit embeddings for
personality-style mapping in the user-style space; (3) outfit compatibility evaluation regard-
ing individual physical attributes. This paper proposes a complete framework for dealing
with this new task, and the main contributions can be summarized as:

(1) We investigate fashion personality learning and personalized recommendation by
modeling online user behaviors and psychological science to understand user personality
traits for recommending stylish outfits compatible with the user’s physical attributes. The
study has potential benefits for user understanding and personalized recommendations.

(2) We propose P-Net, an end-to-end personality-style mapping, and physical compati-
bility learning framework, to learn the mapping between user personality and outfit style and
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Figure 2: The proposed personalized recommendation model. P-Net contains two components: fash-
ion personality learning (the first pipeline) and physical compatibility learning (the second pipeline).
The procedure can be summarized in 3 steps: (1) The outfits corresponding to different users are in-
put to the feature encoder to learn feature embeddings, the obtained feature embeddings are fed to the
fashion personality learning pipeline and the physical compatibility learning pipeline, respectively. (2)
Fashion personality learning pipeline first applies message passing network to learn the batch-based
global connections of the outfits, then uses the style-aware mask strategy to learn the masked embed-
dings for the outfits with respect to different styles in the style space. The similarity score of the user
anchors and the feature embeddings is obtained by matrix-vector multiplication. (3) Physical com-
patibility learning pipeline first applies Transformer encoder to model the relations between physical
attributes and feature embeddings, then the FFN module is used for physical label classification.

to recommend outfits that are compatible with user physical attributes.
(3) We evaluate the performance of P-Net on the collected new stylish outfit of personal-

ity (SOP) dataset. Qualitative and quantitative results show that P-Net is superior to state-of-
the-art methods, which indicates that P-Net has potential use for real online personalization
recommendation systems.

Note that the related works of the proposed approach are presented in the supplementary
material due to space constraints.

2 Approach

2.1 Problem Definition
Our goal is to develop a deep neural framework to discover the potential mapping between
individuals’ personality traits and fashion outfits, and to recommend outfits that not only
best match the individuals’ fashion attitude and preference, but also best fit their physical
attributes. The mapping can be learned by training the framework with a large scale of data
pairs: {u,opos,oneg} where u is the user embedding, {opos,oneg} represents the outfit that
positively/negatively fits the user’s personality. The compatibility of a user and an outfit in
this paper depends on the fashion style of the outfit and the user’s personality trait.

2.2 Feature Encoder of Outfit Images
The outfit can be a dress or fashion item combination. In this paper, we suppose that each
outfit is composed of certain fashion items, i.e., top, bottom, shoes, and bag, then we have
any outfit o = {xt ,xb,xs,xg}, where x ∈ Rc×w×h, c,w,h is the channel, width and height of
the fashion image, respectively. In Figure 2, the feature encoder is the Resnet18 backbone
[8] pre-trained on ImageNet [5]. The output 3D tensor from the feature encoder is then
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transformed to 2D embedding f ∈ Rk×d , where k is the feature number, and d is the feature
dimensions. That is,

f = Θ(o), (1)

where Θ(·) is the feature learning function. The positive and negative outfits use the same
feature extraction network, and the positive and negative feature embeddings are denoted by
f for simplicity.

2.3 Message Passing among Outfits

We use a message-passing network to refine the embeddings via learning global structure
of the samples. The batch-based global structure of the embedding space is represented as
G = (V,E), where V and E represent the nodes (outfits) and edges (the correlations among
outfit pairs) and they are automatically learned during the training process. To fully leverage
all data information in the same batch, we apply a fully connected graph (shown in Figure 2),
where the nodes are initialized with feature embeddings learned from the feature extractor:
h0

i = f . Similar to [17], we apply B message passing steps during the training process, and
each node embedding is updated with weighted neighboring information as

hβ+1
i =

N

∑
j=1

aβ

i, jW
β hβ

j , (2)

where aβ

i, j is the attention score of node i and j at β -th step and W β is the weight matrix.
Unlike most attention mechanisms that use single query and key matrices Wq,Wk, in this
paper, we use T query and key matrices to transform the node features to multiple different
dimensional spaces to learn a diverse set of attention scores for refining representation [17].
That is, W t

q ∈ R
d
T ×d , W t

k ∈ R
d
T ×d , then at the β−th step for the t-th attention score, we have

α
β ,t
i, j =

W β ,t
q hβ

i (W
β ,t
k hβ

j )
T

√
d

, (3)

where W β ,t
q and W β ,t

k are the t−th query and key matrices at β -step. Then, the node hi can
be updated as

hβ+1
i = cat(∑

j∈N
α

β ,1
i, j W β ,1hβ

j , ∑
j∈N

α
β ,2
i, j W β ,2hβ

j , ..., ∑
j∈N

α
β ,T
i, j W β ,T hβ

j ), (4)

where W β ,t is the transformation matrix, cat(·) represents the concatenation function. By
concatenating the attention embedding, we can have the resulting embedding hβ+1

i that has
the same dimension as the embedding hβ

i . The layer normalization is applied to the updated
hβ+1

i , and we finally have the node embedding as

g(hβ+1
i ) = LN(FF( f (hβ+1

i ))+ f (hβ+1
i )), (5)

where f (hβ+1
i ) = LN(hβ+1

i + hβ

i ) is the skip connection [8] of the attention block at β and
(β +1)-th step, LN(·) is the layer normalization function [1].
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2.4 User-style Matching Network
2.4.1 Style-aware outfit embedding

The embeddings from different fashion styles are expected to lie as far as possible. In con-
trast, the embeddings from the same fashion styles are expected to lie as close as possible
under different style spaces for discriminant comparison. To achieve this goal, we apply a
style mask strategy for the input to learn style-aware embeddings. As shown in the right side
of Figure 2, the outfits from different styles (style 1, 2, 3) would have a different distance
under different style spaces. For example, outfits 2 and 3 belonging to style 2 would lie far
from each other under the space of style 1 or 3 while they are close to each other under the
space that they belong to (style 2). For each outfit, style-aware embeddings are obtained as

vi = fsm(g(hi)), (6)

where g(·) denotes the massage passing function, fsm(·) is the style mask learning function.
We apply l2 regularization on the style mask to enhance the robustness and have

Lmk =
∑

S
s=1 ||ms||

S
, (7)

where S is the style number, ms is the s-th style mask.

2.4.2 User-style matching

The user-style space in Figure 2 computes the user-style mapping scores with the learned user
anchors and the feature embeddings. In the proposed network, each user is represented with
q user anchors which are randomly initialized and automatically learned via training with the
training data on the SOP dataset. The mapping score is obtained based on the matrix-vector
dot product. Let a user denoted with q vectors, i.e., ui = {a1,a2, ...,aq}, the mapping scores
between the user anchors and the positive feature embeddings or the compatible style mask
is expected to be larger than that of the negative ones. To optimize the mapping, we have

su_h
i j =

1
q

q

∑
i=1

aT
i h j,s.t.||ai||2 = ||h j||2 = 1, (8)

su_v
i j =

1
q

q

∑
i=1

aT
i v j,s.t.||ai||2 = ||v j||2 = 1, (9)

su_m
i j =

1
q

q

∑
i=1

aT
i m j,s.t.||ai||2 = ||m j||2 = 1, (10)

where su_h
i j , su_v

i j , su_m
i j are the mapping scores of the i−th user towards the feature embed-

dings of the message passing network h j, style-aware feature embeddings v j and the mask
embeddings m j, respectively. The log-determinant divergence (LDD) [12] is used to regular-
ize the anchor matrix to avoid the collapse of the anchor embeddings. For an anchor matrix,
U ∈ Rq×d , we have

Dld(UUT , I) = tr(UUT )− logdet(UUT )− s, (11)
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where tr(·) is the trace of the matrix, I ∈ Rq×q is identity matrix. Suppose we have a set of
outfits from the compatible styles of the i−th user as positive set H+

i , and the negative set
H−

i from the incompatible styles. Then, we have the training set

H≡ {(i, j,k)|si, j > si,k,∀h j ∈H+
i ,hk ∈H−

i }, (12)

where (i, j,k) indicates that the i-th user prefers outfit j than outfit k. The Bayesian person-
alized ranking (BPR) [25] criteria is used to compute the loss of all users towards the corre-
sponding outfits. For the mapping positive-negative pairs {su_h

i j ,su_h
ik }, {su_v

i j ,su_v
ik }, {su_m

i j ,su_m
ik },

we have the corresponding losses:

Lu_h = ∑
(i, j,k)∈H

log(1+ exp(−(su_h
i j − su_h

ik ))), (13)

Lu_v = ∑
(i, j,k)∈H

log(1+ exp(−(su_v
i j − su_v

ik ))), (14)

Lu_m = ∑
(i, j,k)∈H

log(1+ exp(−(su_m
i j − su_m

ik ))). (15)

2.5 Outfit Physical Compatibility Prediction
The physical labels can be represented with one-hot embedding: l̃ ∈ Rp×d , where p is the
number of the physical labels. The label mask embedding strategy in [13] has been verified
effective and robust for different label combinations. We apply the strategy and have the
initial physical label embedding as

li = l̃i + si, (16)

where si ∈ Rd indicates three states: negative (N), positive (P), and unknown (U). The state
embedding is automatically learned from the learnable embedding layer.

Let the set of embeddings denoted by Z = { f1, f2, ..., fk, l1, l2, ..., lp}, the Transformer
[19] computes the importance of each pair {zi,z j} through self-attention. The attention co-
efficient α̃i, j between zi and z j is computed by α̃i, j = so f tmax((W̃ qzi)

T (W̃ kz j)/
√

d), where
W̃ q and W̃ k are the query and key matrices, respectively. Then we update the i−th embed-
ding with weighted sum of M related embeddings as z̄i = ∑

M
j=1 α̃i, jW̃ vz j, where W̃ v is the

value matrix. The ReLu activation function is used to obtain the activated embedding as
z̃i = ReLU(z̄iW r + b1)W o + b2, where W r,W o are transformation matrices while b1,b2 are
bias vectors. The Transformer is repeated with L layers (L = 3). We denote the output of the
Transformer as Z′ = { f ′1, f ′2, ..., f ′k, l

′
1, l

′
2, ..., l

′
p} and feed the updated label embeddings l′p to

the feedforward network (FFNp) for physical label prediction. The FFNp comprises a single
linear layer followed by an activation function:

yi = FFNp(l′i) = σ(wi · l′i +bi), (17)

where wi is the weight variable, bi is the bias and σ(·) is the sigmoid function. The binary
cross entropy loss function is used to optimize the physical label prediction and we have

Lp =
N

∑
i=1

Ep(yk){BCE(y′i,yi)|yk}, (18)
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where yk denotes the known labels, yi and y′i are the predicted label and the ground truth,
BCE(·) is the binary cross entropy loss function, Ep(yk)(·|yk) denotes the expectation regard-
ing the probability distribution of yk.

Combining the Eqs. (7), (11), (13), (14), (15) and (18), we have the overall loss of the
proposed model as

L= Lu_h +Lu_v +Lu_m +Lmk + γDld +λLp, (19)

where γ , λ are the parameters to balance the loss terms.

3 Experiment
This paper focuses on solving two tasks: one is to recommend outfits that attract a user
most from the style aspect, and the other is to evaluate if the outfit can fit the user from
the physical aspect. The two tasks can be considered as metric learning and multi-label
classification problems. This section evaluates the performance of P-Net for solving the two
tasks on the SOP dataset. More details about the SOP dataset and the experimental settings
and additional results are shown in the supplementary material.

3.1 Dataset
3.1.1 Stylish Outfit of Personality (SOP) dataset.

We newly establish a large-scale dataset to facilitate the personality learning task. It contains
969 users annotated with 16 MBTI personality traits and corresponding personality-outfit
mapping pairs where the outfit data are from the Outfit for You (O4U) dataset [11]. The user
personality trait is obtained by fedding tweet data to a psycholinguistic learning model [15]
for personality prediction. The style prediction model [6] pre-trained on the DeepFashion
[14] dataset, is used for style recognition on the O4U dataset. Each outfit is labeled with a
single fashion style category. Eight fashion experts from the background of fashion design
and business map the 16 MBTI personality traits to different fashion styles. The mapping
between personality traits and fashion styles is denoted as binary identification, where the
positive indicates the styles match the user’s personality while those unmatched are negative.
Finally, the mapping between user personality and fashion styles can be reflected via user-
outfit data pairs, i.e. [User idx, Pos/Neg outfit id]. The data pairs along with outfit images
are input to the proposed P-net and the compared methods for model training.

The outfits on the O4U dataset are divided into two parts: the training part and the testing
part, with a proportion of 8 : 2 to avoid overlapping. We create user-outfit data pairs for SOP
dataset by randomly selecting positive and negative outfits for each user. Let η denote the
number of user-outfit pairs for each user, and µ denote the actual amount of outfits of a style.
We set η = 200 (or η = µ if η > µ ) and randomly choose η outfits for each user from the
training and testing parts to construct the training and testing sets, respectively. The amount
of positive/negative user-outfit pairs on the training set is 161,014 while that on the testing
set is 151,911. The training set is further divided to train, val and test subsets for model
training while the testing set is only used in the testing stage. Table 1 lists the details of the
SOP dataset, where Testing100 denotes the testing set with η = 100. Please note that the
SOP dataset can only be partially open as we need to protect the users’ privacy, while the
user-outfit data pairs can be open for fashion personality learning as they are not directly
related to any user’s private information.
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Data Train Val Test Training Testing100 Testing
Positive 112,582 15,731 32,701 161,014 79,412 151,911
Negative 112,582 15,731 32,701 161,014 79,412 151,911

Table 1: Positive/negative user-outfit pairs on SOP dataset.

Testing100 Testing
Method ACC NDCG ACC NDCG

Resnet18 0.8360 0.8357 0.8432 0.8430
CSN 0.6175 0.5660 0.6047 0.5532

T-Aware 0.6763 0.5614 0.6820 0.5569
SCE-Net 0.5389 0.5809 0.5383 0.5826

MCN 0.5197 0.6085 0.5184 0.6128
TDRG 0.5157 0.6110 0.5361 0.6069
LAPE 0.6348 0.7425 0.6395 0.7464
Ours 0.9242 0.9380 0.9309 0.9434

Table 2: Comparison of different methods. Figure 3: Performance vs. λ .

3.2 Experimental Results

In the experiments, the inputs of the compared methods and the P-Net are user-outfit data
pairs. We present qualitative and quantitative analysis and explore key experimental findings
from the following aspects:

3.2.1 Does P-Net outperform state-of-the-art methods for personality-style mapping?

As shown in Table 2, P-Net obtains the highest ACC and NDCG and presents superiority in
learning comprehensive metrics for comparing outfits from compatible/incompatible fashion
styles. The potential reason for the high performance of P-Net is that it applies a message-
passing network during the training process to capture the potential relationship among dif-
ferent data pairs and the learned relationship information is then incorporated in the feature
embedding for mapping comparison in the user-style space. Resnet18 obtains competitive
ACC and NDCG compared with the comparison methods due to the optimization of the bi-
nary cross entropy loss for the metric learning problem while methods like CSN, type-aware
and SCE-Net based on margin loss cannot address the problem satisfactorily.

Testing100 Testing
Method mAP CP CR CF1 OP OR OF1 mAP CP CR CF1 OP OR OF1

Resnet18 31.39 12.12 20.00 15.09 58.63 38.59 46.54 31.40 12.44 20.00 15.34 59.01 38.79 46.81
CSN 36.94 34.22 29.66 31.78 57.60 51.45 54.35 37.76 39.04 30.95 34.53 57.86 48.82 52.96

T-Aware 32.42 17.62 26.45 21.15 55.79 48.92 52.13 38.45 33.75 25.66 29.16 65.18 46.70 54.41
SCE-Net 39.61 37.13 26.88 31.18 61.98 45.99 52.80 39.36 37.42 26.89 31.29 62.03 46.26 52.99

MCN 34.58 33.37 22.64 26.98 61.31 41.67 49.62 34.51 35.02 22.55 27.43 61.34 41.74 49.67
TDRG 35.29 21.39 26.17 23.54 60.71 47.75 53.45 31.78 16.90 20.08 18.35 59.13 38.91 46.93
LAPE 30.53 14.94 20.09 17.14 58.70 38.74 46.67 30.55 15.03 20.10 17.20 59.02 38.95 46.93
Ours 41.81 39.09 32.05 35.22 63.85 50.54 56.42 41.60 39.11 32.10 35.26 63.71 50.86 56.57

Table 3: Comparison of different methods based on Res18 on physical compatibility predic-
tion task.
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Method ACC NDCG mAP CF1 OF1
Ours(wo/msp) 0.6343 0.7110 41.13 35.21 58.85
Ours(wo/smk) 0.8075 0.8411 42.38 38.81 55.69

Ours(wo/msp_smk) 0.6286 0.7159 41.51 31.50 54.15
Ours 0.9309 0.9434 41.60 35.26 56.57

Num ACC NDCG mAP CF1 OF1
16 0.8081 0.8887 41.48 39.97 57.03
32 0.5598 0.6731 40.72 33.38 57.41
64 0.9309 0.9434 41.60 35.26 56.57

128 0.8818 0.8818 41.49 31.17 57.96
(a) (b)

Table 4: Results of P-Net under (a) different cases and (b) various user anchor numbers.

3.2.2 How is P-Net for compatibility evaluation regarding physical attributes?

The experimental result is shown in Table 3 where P-Net obtains the best performance in
most cases, and we can conclude the following interesting points:

(1) Although the Resnet backbone can obtain competitive performance on metric learn-
ing with high ACC and NDCG (as shown in Table 2), the performance of multi-label clas-
sification is not as high as we expected. CSN, type-aware and SCE-Net are expected to
obtain high metric learning performance as they were initially designed for conditional sim-
ilarity learning with/without explicit type supervision. However, the results are not as we
expected due to the complicated balance of the two tasks. The proposed P-Net obtains bet-
ter performance in dealing with both of the tasks as it, on the one hand, takes advantage of
message passing and style mask strategy for learning advanced feature embeddings for user
personality-style mapping, and on the other hand, utilizes a Transformer encoder to capture
the potential correlation between the feature embeddings and the physical label embeddings
for effective physical label compatibility learning.

(2) LAPE and the proposed P-Net use user anchors for user outfit mapping, and the simi-
larity scores are computed based on the matrix-vector multiplication. The reason why P-Net
obtains better performance than LAPE may lie in two aspects: 1) P-Net first captures the
relations among different nodes in the outfit graph and then learns the similarity and differ-
ence with the style mask, thus the obtained feature embeddings are more discriminant for
the personality style comparison; 2) P-Net uses Transformer encoder to encode the feature
embeddings that obtained from the feature extractor while LAPE does not take any strat-
egy to enhance the effectiveness of the feature embeddings for the multi-label classification
problem. This is reasonable as LAPE is not originally designed to deal with the multi-label
classification problem.

3.3 What can affect the performance of P-Net?

(1) From Figure 3, we can know that when λ = 0.01, P-Net can obtain the best performance.
λ is the parameter to balance the importance of the tasks of metric learning and multi-label
classification, and thus it should be chosen carefully for the proposed P-Net.

(2) The message-passing network and style mask strategy are important modules of
P-Net for user personality-style mapping and it is necessary to explore how they affect
the overall performance. Based on this regard, we have three variations: Ours(wo/msp):
Ours without message passing network. Ours(wo/smk): Ours without style mask strategy.
Ours(wo/msp_smk): Ours without both. The results of the variations are shown in Table 4
(a), from which we can see that the performance of P-Net without message passing or style
mask is hard to be satisfactory while one of them can improve the performance, especially on
ACC. Compared with the variations, P-Net can obtain the highest ACC and NDCG though
the multi-label classification performance is not the highest. This is reasonable as the mes-
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sage passing and style mask are incorporated in the personality-style mapping space, so the
metric learning performance can be improved. But it does not mean that the two modules
can benefit the classification task.

(3) From Table 4 (b), we can see that different numbers of user anchors lead to different
performances. The anchor number is not just as small as possible or as large as possible and
we use 64 anchors in the experiment.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a deep neural model to learn fashion personality corresponding to dif-
ferent MBTI personality traits for user understanding and personalized fashion recommen-
dation. The model also considers users’ physical attributes to learn outfit compatibility, with
which the recommendation results can fit the users’ inner personality traits and physical ap-
pearance. The model’s effectiveness has been evaluated with qualitative and quantitative
results on a new stylish outfit of personality (SOP) dataset. Due to the imbalanced distribu-
tions of the outfit’s physical labels and the user personalities, the multi-label classification
performance of P-Net and the comparison methods is hardly satisfactory for practical use.
Additionally, exploring the fashion personality in this paper is still at an initial step. The
proposed framework mainly focuses on learning visual image information and it needs an
external model to learn the textual information for personality learning, which increases its
complexity for implementation.

In the future, we need to, on the one hand, enrich the dataset by collecting more outfit
data with balanced physical label distribution and by enhancing user information with larger
amount and various personality types, on the other hand, develop a multi-modality learn-
ing model to fully consider visual and textual information for effective fashion personality
learning and personalized outfit recommendation.
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